English
Books – Rosie Revere, Engineer, The Dragon Machine,
Tadpole’s Promise
Write simple explanations and narratives

adjectives e expanded noun phrases.

Check and edit writing for sense, punctuation and
spelling

Topic/ History
Significant individuals in the past who have contributed to
national and international achievements
Wright Brothers- How did the first flight change the world?
Find out about the Wright brothers and the story of their
historic first aeroplane flight on December 17th 1903. Research
about the history of flight and begin to understand how

Use commas in lists, capital letters for proper nouns,
question marks, exclamation marks and conjunctions
correctly

aeroplanes fly
Florence Nightingale

Maths

Fractions – recap
Four operations- recap
Measurement- length and height
Position and direction- rotation – ¼,1/2,3/4 turns
Describe movement and turns
Making patterns with shapes
Time- tell time to the hour and half hour,
quarter past and quarter to.
Hours and days, duration and time
Weight and mass- grams and kilograms
Capacity and volume- litres and millilitres
Four operations with mass and volume

Discover who Florence Nightingale was and the role she played in

Use sentences with different forms (statements,

the improvement of medical care

questions and commands)

Measurement – length and height
Choose and use appropriate standard units to
estimate and measure Measurement – length and
height Measurement – length and height

Use past and present tense consistently
Adding suffixes to spell words accurately e.g.

Choose and use appropriate
standard units to
Science
estimate and measureMaterials
m/cm

–less, -ful, -ly

Identify, sort and group materials

Use of the apostrophe for possession and contraction

Use a ruler toIdentify
measureuses
to the
cm
of nearest
materials

Natural V manufactured materials
Investigating materials- metal, plastic, wood and
paperstandard units to
Choose and use appropriate
Investigate materials that will fly!

Compare and order lengths

Year 2 Summer Terms
R.E

Florence and the Flying Machine

How special is the relationship Jews have with God?

Believe ~ Learn ~ Grow

What do Christians believe God is like?

Value & PSHE

Computing

We are detectives
We are photographers

Use a ruler to measure to the nearest cm
Compare and order lengths m/cm

Art/DT
Use a ruler to measure
to the nearest cm
Textiles- weaving

P.E

Friendship and Truthfulness
Relationships

estimate and measure m/cm

Throwing and catching (fielding games)
Skip to the beat
Athletics
Dance

Music
Our bodies and ourselves- responding to beat
Toys and water- keeping a steady beat, pitch and scales.

Comparedesign
and order
lengths
Joining textilesand
make an animal
Measurement – length and height

hand puppet.

Choose and use appropriate standard units to
estimate and measure m/cm
Use a ruler to measure to the nearest cm
Compare and order lengths
Measurement –
French
lengthNumbers,
and height days of the week, time.
Choose and use appropriate standard units to
estimate and measure m/cm
Use a ruler to measure to the nearest cm
Compare and order lengths

